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Abstract—The occurrence of missing values in database is a serious problem for Data Mining tasks, responsible for degrading data quality and accuracy of analyses. In this context, the area has shown a lack of standardization for experiments to treat missing values, introducing difficulties to the evaluation process among different researches due to the absence in the use of common parameters. This paper proposes a testbed intended to facilitate the experiments implementation and provide unbiased parameters using available datasets and suited performance metrics in order to optimize the evaluation and comparison between the state of art missing values treatments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE occurrence of Missing Values (MV) in databases is considered a serious problem for the tasks of analyzing and mining the data; its incidence usually causes problems of efficiency loss, and complications for data analysis [1]. In addition, the inappropriate treatment of MVs may also affect the classifier generalization [2], a crucial point in the process of knowledge discovery in database (KDD).

Specifically during classification tasks, the database learning process with MV becomes even more important [3], since the existence of such values in the training, validation or testing datasets could affect the accuracy of the classifiers modeled. Moreover, most classification algorithms cannot deal with incomplete databases directly [3]. This fact highlights the importance to treat such problem during the pre-processing phase.

The possible causes characterized for data absence, called Missingness Mechanism, i.e. what kind of event originates the MV, are [4]:

- Missing Completely At Random (MCAR): occurs when the event is random so the missing values are independent from the observed values;
- Missing At Random (MAR): the missing data depend on some observed and available value to be analyzed, so the missingness cause of those MV might be measured;
- Missing Not At Random (MNAR): the most difficult to treat, since that the absence may depend on the observed and on the missing values found in the database.

Given the problems generated by the MV existence in databases, the following approaches have been used in literature, particularly in the area of data mining, as possible solutions [5], [6]:

- Deletion of examples that contains MV in its attributes and/or complete removal of some attribute in case of a large amount of MV;
- Maximum Likelihood procedures, this treatment performs parameters estimation of a model using a database without MV then, an imputation occurs through values sampling; missing value imputation. These methods aim to fill in the incomplete values with estimates using machine learning or statistical methods. They are divided in simple and multiple imputations.

During the present research, a wide bibliographic review was performed on MVT for KDD. The review, while not exhaustive fully demonstrated the lack of standardization of experiments; which brings difficulties to evaluation process of the approaches. Also, in this scope, a deficiency of replicable datasets was noticed as a critical factor.

From a sample of 40 recent articles on the subject of MVT, it was observed that only 12 of them used replicable dataset (i.e. available) while the others used synthetic or proprietary datasets (referred here as non-available). The list of these articles and the graphics of its can be found on http://linc.ufpa.br/lilian dias/mvtestbed/

The available datasets are known as the ones found in open repositories, such as [7]-[9], or through authors’ supplementary materials.

On the other hand, the non-available datasets could be separated into proprietary and synthetic. The first are those originated from private or public companies with restriction of its usage, making the comparison of the results obtained from the experiments difficult.

The synthetics are those created from the available datasets, but their examples are randomly deleted in order to simulate the missing values. Therefore, it does not allow for new studies to use or compare these materials, since there is no assurance that a new simulation, using the same dataset, would remove the exactly same values. Using this method to insert missing values, the database generated is classified as MCAR.

Along with the previous problems, it was observed that the evaluation metrics used during the experiments for MVT (e.g. accuracy, error rate) may not indicate the real classifier generalization capability [10]. For example, when there are imbalanced classes in the database, one class can have more examples than others; which, while it could provide for a better recognition, by the classifier, for this particular class, it would also disguise the results of its generalization and
produce overall poor quality analyses. Some datasets containing such problem are yeast, page-blocks, glass and balance-scale [11], available on UCI repository.

Considering the MVT problems presented: the lack of availability of replicable databases and metrics that do not correctly describes the classifier performance, the present study proposes a methodology or “testbed”, in order to facilitate the evaluation and replication of researches involving MVT.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II are presented the related works that show the difficulties mentioned, as well as a justification to a testbed usage. Section III describes how this testbed present itself as a methodology. The final remarks are presented in Section IV.

II. RELATED WORK

The main motivation of this study was the need of a guideline for the experiments performed during the MVT proposals. Therefore, the related works mentioned in this section are articles that stimulated this writing. Beyond these, are also described works focused on testbed as a solution for problems similar to those found in the MVT literature.

Some of the works on MVT show difficulties for evaluating its results, since there is a lack of availability of replicable databases and inappropriate use of performance metrics. Considering the first MVT problem of lack of replicable databases, the works [12]-[14] can be mentioned. There, the authors used datasets without MV. However, to simulate data missingness in their tests they randomly delete samples; incapacitating, in this process, a replication of those datasets for other researchers. The other side of this problem is also when using proprietary/private datasets for simulations, as in [15], [16], since their use are restrict.

Regarding performance metrics, most works aim only to optimize classification systems, using the accuracy value or error rate as evaluation parameters, [17] and [18]. However, as mentioned previously, they may not efficiently describe the classifier’s performance, since the database may have an imbalanced class distribution, causing distortion in its analyses.

In [19], other problems to replicate experiments are recognized. There are no explanations about the datasets generation or the used metrics becoming unpractical to compare its results with other approaches.

On the other hand, in [7] 15 MVT were evaluated in different classifiers types, with the objective of finding the best method for each. They used databases from UCI repository that already have MV. For methods comparison the Wilcoxon Signed Rank was used, based on the classifiers accuracy. Through these procedures, the study demonstrated experiments capable of replication and also showed how to realize comparison between recent treatments, becoming the basis for the formulation of this work.

The following section presents the proposal of a testbed [20], [21] also as a way to standardize MVT problems found during the comparison of different proposals and test execution.

III. PROPOSAL

The present approach is composed of a methodology to viable the comparison among state of art treatments and, in addition, facilitate replications for new researches and general academic works.

Fig. 1 shows the testbed stages, highlighting its capacity of using different treatments and classifiers over the same dataset. The items compose the KDD process that a MV dataset must go through, in order to generate knowledge. To make a comparison between different MVT, the experiments must use the same input and generate information in the same format, characterized as the datasets and performance measures, respectively.

These two points comprises this methodology proposal. As showed on previous sections, both of them can make researches replication harder and are the causes of difficulties to direct comparison among different studies.
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Through the testbed it is perceived its wide applicability as well, enabling a performance comparison of different treatments and also its behavior in different classifiers and datasets.

A. Datasets

As observed in Section I, the major databases used in MVT are not replicable. For this reason, they are hardly used as input in other works preventing a comparison of the obtained results.

In this context, the methodology suggests public domain databases, initially originated from the UCI repository for the classification task, due to its availability; encouraging the generation of common material to posterior comparisons. Table I lists some bases and its definitions: amount of instances; attributes; classes; and MV percentage. Emphasizing that these databases are reference to classification tasks, their data have domain missingness classified as MCAR [3] and a diversity of its characteristics as
well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I: Characteristics of the Missing Value Databases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echocardiogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse-colic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House-votes-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung-cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mushroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-operative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary tumor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By using these datasets, the methodology offers inputs to compare experiments between different MVT. Other point favored by the present proposal is its applicability to different classifiers, representing an implementation of the entire KDD process.

B. Performance Measures

During the post-processing phase in KDD, the evaluation values for each generated model are obtained. In MVT for classification systems, this estimation can be reached by the accuracy or error rate calculation, which cannot describe the model generalization capacity recognizing very well one class over others when the dataset is imbalanced.

In order to optimize this evaluation, the methodology proposes other more suited metrics for use, such as: confusion matrix analysis, sensitivity (1) and specificity (2). Calculated for each model applied to a given database, i.e. evaluation and performance metrics for classification tasks, describing the classes’ generalization characteristics present in the database. The accuracy can be further calculated based on the results of sensitivity and specificity (3).

\[
\text{sensitivity} = \frac{t_{pos}}{pos} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{specificity} = \frac{t_{neg}}{neg} \quad (2)
\]

\[
\text{accuracy} = \frac{pos}{pos+neg} + \frac{neg}{pos+neg} \quad (3)
\]

where, \(t_{pos}\) and \(t_{neg}\) are the amount of examples classified as positive and negative respectively; \(pos\) and \(neg\) are the amount of examples that represents the positive and negative classes.

From these values, it is possible to extract parameters to evaluate and compare the treatment behavior for each class of a given database resulting in suited generalization analysis of the classifier. Therefore, the methodology proposes this metrics for results comparison of general academic works about MVT.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this study, difficulties to evaluate and replicate different approaches of missing values treatments were described, either due the usage of non-available bases or metrics that do not correctly describes the classifier performance.

In this context, the contributions of this study are twofold: the facilitation of the experiments execution by the databases showed, and an unbiased comparison between the state of art missing values treatments by the metrics mentioned.

Thus, the proposed testbed allows the evaluation and replication of experiments for missing values treatment and also covers the entire simulation process avoiding the problems and facilitating future academic researches about MVT.
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